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Hypertension is a major health 
problem demanding health care 
because of its high and increasing 
prevalence of cardiovascular events 
such as stroke, kidney disease, 
decreased disability adjusted and 
mortality (Williams et al., 2004).

Uric acid is the final product of purine
metabolism in humans, and its 
circulating concentrations are regulated 
by the balance in its production and 
excretion (Dawson and Walters, 2006).



Statement of the problem:
Was there adifferent effect between 

resistive exercise and aerobic exercise 
on the level of serum uric acid in 
hypertensive patients?

Purpose of the study:
The study was designed to explore the 

effect of participation in a resistive 
versus aerobic exercise programs on 
serum uric acid level in hypertensive 
patients.



This study was conducted in 
Damietta hospital, to evaluate 

the effect of resistive and 
aerobic exercise on serum 
uric acid in hypertensive 

patients.



Patients were 
assigned into two 
equal groups in 
number (A&B).



20 patients of  both sexes with elevated 
serum uric acid and blood pressure 
included in this group.They performed 
aprogram of aerobic exercise using 
cycle ergometer with intensity 
ranged from low to moderate 
intensity of their maximum heart 
rate for 3days/week, for two months, 
for 24 sessions.



Twenty patients of both sexes with 
elevated serum uric acid and blood 
pressure included in this group. 
They performed a program of 
Graduated resistive exercise 
using delerom technique for upper 
limb and lower limb exercises 
for3days/week, for two months, for 
24 sessions.



•Evaluation instruments

•Treatment instruments



Sphygmomanometer apparatus 

for blood pressure.

Laboratory test to measure 

serum uric acid by using prosen-

bergerbatch micro-

biocalorimeter, which made in 

Canada ,in 1782

Heart rate  monitor watch.



 Figure (3):  Mercury Sphagmomanometer for blood 
pressure    measurement



 Figure (4): Heart rate monitor



Figure (5): Blood pressure measurement in female 
subject



Figure (6): Blood pressure measurement in male 
subject



Treatment instruments:

 Figure (9): Free weights used in 
resistive exercise for upper limb



3-SAND BAGS:

 Figure (10): Sand bags used in resistive exercise for lower 
limbs



 Figure (11): Aerobic exercise using cycle       
ergometer



Figure (14): Full range for resistive 
exercise in abduction using free 
weights



 Figure (17): Resistive exercise in 
flexsion using free weights



Figure (19): SLR exercise 
using sand bags



Figure (21):Resistive exercise in leg 
extension using sand bags



   Figure (22): Neutral position for 
qudriceps resistive exercise

Figure (23): Qudriceps resistive 
exercise using sand bags



ANALYSIS OF 

RESULTS:

Figure (24): Height mean value for group A and group 

B



Figure (25): Weight mean value for group A and group B



Figure (26): BMI mean value for group A and 
group B



Figure (27): Mean values age for males and females in 
group A.



Figure (28): The mean values of UA for males and 
females in groupA



Figure (29): Shows the improvement percentage of UA for male 
sand females in group A.



Figure (31): Pre and post mean values of SBP for 
males in group A.



Figure (32): Pre and post mean values of DBP for 
males in group A.



Figure (33): Pre and post mean values of SBP for females in 
group A.



Figure (34): Pre and post mean values of DBP for 
females in group A.



Figure (35): Mean values age for males and females in group
B.



Figure (46): The mean values of UA for males and females 
in group B 



Figure (47): Shows the improvement percentage of UA  
       for males and females in group B.



Figure (49): Mean values of Pre and post SBP 
males in group B.



Figure (50): Mean values of ore and post DBP males in 
group B.



Figure (51): Mean values of pre and post SBP 
females in group B.



Figure (52): Mean values of pre and post DBP females in 
group B.



Figure (53): Mean value of males and females age between 
group A and group B.



Figure (54): Mean value of males UA between 
group A and group B.



Figure (55): Mean value of females UA between group A and 

group B.



Figure (56):Comparison between mean value of 
SUA between group A and group B.
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Figure (57):Comparison between mean value of pre and 
post SBP in group A and group B.



Figure (58):Comparison between mean value of pre and post 

DBP in group A and group B.



Figure (59):Comparison between mean value of pre and post SBP 
and DBP in group A 



Figure (60):Comparison between mean value of             
pre and post SBP and DBP in group B.



CONCLUSION:
The present study was 

conducted on 40 patients of 

both genders suffering from 

hyperuricemia and 

hypertension from out 

patient’s clinic of Damietta 

hospital. Their ages ranged 

between 40 to 50 years old .



 Long term follow up studies and further investigations into 
the benefits of resistive and aerobic exercise programs on 
hyperuricemic and hypertensive patients should be continued.

 Further studies are needed to compare between 
moderate to high intensity aerobic versus resistive 
exercise programs.

 More studies are needed to study the effect of 
resistive versus aerobic exercise programs on the 
quality of life for hyperuricemic and hypertensive 
patients.



 More studies are needed to study the effect of 
resistive versus aerobic exercise programs on 
hyperuricemic and hypertensive obese diabetic 
patients.

 Studying different age group and compare the 
results with those of the current study is 
needed.




